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Virco Early Learning Solutions
Positive early learning experiences begin with the right environment. Virco’s comfortable and supportive 
products for preschool, kindergarten and childcare are designed for durability and are easily adjustable to 
fit diverse early childhood learning environments.

Colorful Comfort, Functional Storage

Find the right fit in our large selection of coordinated table and chair options. Customizable in many 
colors, our ergonomic ZUMA®, Metaphor®, SageTM and I.Q.® chairs provide the comfort and support growing 
children need, while our rockers offer the benefits of dynamic movement.

Multi-shaped activity tables provide early learning environments a space for both group interaction 
and one-on-one time. Specialty callout seating in the Horseshoe, Kidney and Cooperative models gives 
teachers the ability to engage students in a collaborative setting and our playful table shapes like the 
Swerve, Pinwheel and Leaf take classroom design to the next level of creativity.

Virco’s durable mobile cabinets, book cases and storage units are 
designed to help keep classrooms organized. 
Whether used for storing educational materials, 
toys or art supplies, our storage solutions 
are engineered with sturdy steel frames and 
reinforced steel shelves to hold up for years  
of use.

A Dynamic and Ergonomic Approach  
to Health and Safety

Virco furniture encourages the growth and 
development of children with their health and safety 
in mind. Our array of ergonomic chairs and dynamic 
movement rockers provides innovative and healthy 
seating options and our products are GREENGUARD® and 
CPSIA certified.

Placing a priority on comfort, safety and durability, Virco 
furniture is engineered and built to ANSI/BIFMA standards.

Proudly designed, manufactured and 
assembled by American workers
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Create the Right Environment
Virco offers you the ability to create an early learning environment tailored to your needs with its wide variety of 
table, chair and storage options. From traditional rectangles to creatively shaped tables, from hard plastic 3000 
Series chairs to the Zuma rocker, you can customize your classroom with Virco’s Early Childhood Learning Solutions.

See pages 7 and 9 for the full 
vocabulary of Virco seating

See page 10 and 12 for the  full 
vocabulary of Virco activity tables
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Kidney shaped Activity Tables14” Analogy® chairs



Collaborative Early Learning 
Virco facilitates collaborative learning with comfort 
and function in its wide selection of activity tables and 
seating options. Models such as the Clover and Flower 
give children a designated space in a group learning 
environment, while specialty call-out seating in the 
Horseshoe, Kidney and Cooperative designs provides 
teachers a place from which to lead group interactions.

Virco’s tables fit children and adults alike with table top 
heights that can be adjusted from 17" to 25" and legs 
that accommodate table heights from 22" to 30". High-
pressure laminate tops provide a durable surface that 
stands up to even the heaviest of use. 
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18” Analogy® chair
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Early Childhood 
Seating
Find the right fit in Virco’s large selection of classroom 
seating. Ergonomically designed for comfort and 
support, each model offers a balance of flexibility and 
stability to meet the seating needs of youngsters of all 
ages. With over 37 colors to choose from, you will find 
the color that is just right for you. 

13” Zuma® Series Chair

What Size Is  
The Right Size?
Children, like adults, 
cover a wide range of 
sizes. Proper seat-height 
in the classroom is 
essential for comfort, an 
important factor focus 
and concentration.

Small Enough for Children, Strong Enough for Adults
Unlike most seating designed for young children, Virco’s early childhood seating is engineered 
with both children and their teachers in mind. With a variety of sizes to choose from., comfort and 
durability is built into every Virco chair, making its early childhood seating fit for a child but strong 
enough for an adult. 

The knee is the key

The proper seat height for kids and adults is determined by the 
measurement from the floor to underside of the knee at a sitting position.

10" 12” 13” 14”

Preschool

Kindergarten

First Grade

Seat-Height Guide
Preschool Through First Grade
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Zuma® Series
13" seat height

Beautiful Balance  - Zuma bridges 
the gap with seating that offers 
ergonomic support, playful style 
and durable construction – all at an 
affordable price.

2000 Series
12" and 14" seat height

Enduring Value - The 2000 
Series offers classic styling plus 
long-lasting construction at an 
affordable price.

Sage™ Series
10" and 13" seat height

Substance And Style - The Sage 
Series offers a larger contoured shell, 
wider backrest and elegantly curved, 
extra heavy-duty legs.

3000 Series
12" seat height

Hard plastic stack chair

9000 Series
10", 12" and 14" seat height

Iconic Original - The instantly 
recognizable 9000 Series chair is 
constructed from highly durable, 
long-lasting injection-molded 
polyethylene. 

I.Q.® Series
13" seat height

Higher Level Of Furniture - I.Q.’s 
whimsical style features an innovative 
gentle lumbar curve to more 
effectively support the lower back.

Metaphor® Series
12" and 14" seat height

Bold New Legacy - Designed as a 
contemporary sequel to the iconic 
9000 Series, Metaphor is the ultimate 
in stackable, storable seating, with an 
updated three-slotted backrest that offers 
exceptional ventilation.

N2 Series
12" and 14" seat height

Long Lasting Comfort - N2 
represents a new generation of 
classroom seating, featuring 
affordability, comfort and 
durability.

Analogy® Series
12" and 14" seat height

Competence And Value - Analogy’s 
striking upright design features 
ergonomic support and durability 
paired with exceptional value.

Soft Plastic Seating
Virco offers 8 different seating series models to fit  a variety of styles and price points.  All Virco models are built to 
last and last.

Hard Plastic Seating
Virco also offers an alternative to soft plastic 
with the 3000 Series made with a durable and 
environmentally friendly material.
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Healthy Movement
Sitting Still Does Not Equal 
Paying Attention
Research has shown that gentle movement in 
the classroom setting is good for the body and 
stimulates the mind. Dynamic movement in a 

rocker can reduce fidgeting and encourage 
child engagement.

Zuma® Series Rocker

Virco Inc.
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Zuma® Series
13" seat height

Rocking from A to Z
The body and mind are designed for dynamic movement. Virco’s 
Analogy, Sage and Zuma rockers help children channel excess energy 
into healthy movement – improving concentration and participation 
without disrupting the classroom environment. 

Optional Features
All three models are available 
with padded arm rests for 
comfort and bumper glides for 
added and stability.

Sage™ Series
13" seat height

Analogy® Series
14" seat height

Passive Ergonomics
Virco has designed a unique feature into its line of cantilever chairs that 
provides a sublte range of motion. The chair’s frame design allows for 
flexibility both up and down as well as back and forth. This motion, coupled 
with the flexing motion of the back, provides gentle ergonomics. 

Zuma Series
13" seat height

Sage Series
13" seat height

Analogy Series
14" seat height

Virco Inc.
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Traditional Table Shapes 
Virco traditional table shapes are available in a variety of sizes that feature both standard and call-out seating to 
meet your classroom’s needs. Whether you prefer individual tables, tables that encourage collaborative learning or 
a mix of both, Virco’s traditional shapes can help you create the right early learning environment for your students. 

Represents seating with 12" seat-height.

Represents seating with 18" seat-height.

24" x 36"
Rectangle

30" x 36"
Rectangle

24" x 48"
Rectangle

30" x 48"
Rectangle

24" x 60"
Rectangle

36" x 60"
Rectangle

24" x 72"
Rectangle

30" x 72"
Rectangle

30" x 60"
Rectangle

48" x 48"
Square

48" Round

42" Round

36" x 72" 
Cooperative

48" x 72" 
Kidney

48" Clover

60" Flower

60" Round

36" x 72"
Rectangle

60" x 66" 
Horseshoe

60" x 66" 
Deep-Center 

Horseshoe
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Playful Table Shapes
Virco’s newest collection of playful table shapes allow you to mix and match to create a one-of-a-kind early 
learning environment. Engage students with new and interesting shapes by arranging tables into unique and 
collaborative designs. 

60" Hub

48" Hub

24" x 24" x 24" x 48"  
Trapezoid

30" x 30" x 30" x 60"  
Trapezoid

42" x 42" x 42" x 84"  
Trapezoid

36" x 48" Slide

36" x 54" Slide

36" x 60" Slide

33" x 60" Nest30" x 60" Leaf60" Pinwheel54" x 54" Swerve

50" x 60" Bubble

46" Spoke

30" x 53" Nest

27" x 48" Nest

Represents seating with 12" seat-height.

Represents seating with 18" seat-height.
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Classroom 1

6 - 24" x 48" Rectangle tables 
4 - 48" Round tables

32 - Student Chairs 
1 - Teacher’s Desk & Chair

Classroom 2

9 - 30” x 60” Leaf tables 
5 - 54” Pinwheel tables

31 - Student Chairs 
1 - Teacher’s Desk & Chair

Classroom 3

8 - 48” Hub tables 
2 - 54” Pinwheel tables

31 - Student Chairs 
1 - Teacher’s Desk & Chair

Classroom Layout Ideas
Virco’s wide variety of table options allows you to 
customize your classroom and helps you create an early 
learning environment that fits your needs. Whether you 
prefer traditional tops, playful shapes or a mix of each, 
Virco’s tables can be arranged and rearranged to make 
your classroom your own. 
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Classroom 4 - Arrangement A:

6 - 36” x 60” Slide tables 
6 - 33” x 60” Nest tables

30 - Student Chairs 
1 - Teacher’s Desk & Chair

Classroom 4 - Arrangement C:

6 - 36” x 60” Slide tables 
6 - 33” x 60” Nest tables

30 - Student Chairs 
1 - Teacher’s Desk & Chair

Classroom 4 - Arrangement B:

6 - 36” x 60” Slide tables 
6 - 33” x 60” Nest tables

30 - Student Chairs 
1 - Teacher’s Desk & Chair

Classroom 4 - Arrangement D:

6 - 36” x 60” Slide tables 
6 - 33” x 60” Nest tables

30 - Student Chairs 
1 - Teacher’s Desk & Chair

Our tables are designed to allow flexible classroom configurations that can be easily rearranged to suit the lesson 
or activity at hand. Activity Table Arrangements A, B, C and D illustrate how the same classroom furniture can be 
rearranged to create diverse learning environments.



Color Coordinating Environments
Young minds are stimulated by colorful environments – that is why Virco offers a wide variety of seating color 
options. Our high-pressure laminate table tops hold up under the weight of heavy use and can be color 
coordinated with matching banding. 
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Colorful Creations
Virco offers a selection of matching seat to banding 
colors and banding to laminate colors to help create a 
playful environment for young children.
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Early Learning Storage Solutions
Virco makes classroom organization easy with its mobile cabinets, bookcases and storage units. With thermofused 
melamine panel surfaces and a wide range of shelf configurations, Virco’s mobile cabinets are perfect for storing 
toys, art supplies and educational materials. Steel frames, all-steel shelves and industrial locking casters make 
Virco’s cabinets strong and durable, while fully extending drawers and 270° doors make accessing your classroom 
materials hassle-free. 

Mobile Cabinets
Virco’s 36", 66" and 72" high mobile cabinets offer a variety of storage solutions for your classroom. Whether 
you need tote trays, a place to hang dress-up clothes or full-width paper drawer storage for art projects and 
educational materials, Virco’s adjustable storage solutions help keep your classroom neat and organized. 
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Mobile Storage
Designed to hold 3",  6" and 12" deep plastic tote trays,  
Virco’s mobile storage products give you a variety of 
organizational options. These units can be customized 
with corkboard or marker board backs and can be 
ordered with or without locking doors. 

Bookcases
Engineered with reinforced 20-gauge steel frames and shelves, 
Virco’s bookcases are designed to stand the test of time. 
Adjustable shelves make these models customizable to your 
storage needs and 48” wide options give you 33% more shelf 
space than standard bookcases. 

Plateau Series
Virco’s Plateau Series incorporates fully 
welded steel frames and reinforced steel 
shelves with durable laminate tops and 
side panels to give you strong and stylish 
bookcases and storage solutions. 



Safe Environments
Virco proudly complies with all laws and governmental regulations affecting our products, including the California Air 
Resources Board (CARB) regulation on formaldehyde emissions from composite wood products and the federal Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA).

UL GREENGUARD Certification
Virco became the first classroom furniture manufacturer to earn GREENGUARD® 
indoor air quality certification through the Greenguard for Children and Schools 
program.  Today, hundreds of Virco classroom furniture models have earned this 
important certification. 

ANSI/BIFMA
Please see virco.com for further information or questions on any 
specific model.

Lifetime Warranty
Virco will repair or replace, at its option, any Virco furniture or equipment product 
which proves to be defective in original material or workmanship as long as the 
product is owned by its original purchaser.  This is your sole and exclusive remedy.  
This warranty covers products manufactured after January 1, 2014 and is subject 
to the qualifications as stated on Virco’s website at www.virco.com.

Proudly Designed, Manufactured And Assembled By American Workers
Since 1950, when we opened our doors in Southern California, Virco has been proud to design, manufacture 
and assemble our products in the U.S., keeping quality jobs with U.S. workers and U.S. dollars at home.

One of America’s iconic brands, Virco is the country’s largest manufacturer and supplier of furniture and 
equipment for K-12 schools. Our manufacturing processes – from metal fabrication and woodworking, to 
plastic injection molding, powder coating and chrome plating – are done in-house at our two state-of-the-
art facilities in Torrance, California, and Conway, Arkansas.

Virco Inc.  •  2027 Harpers Way  •  Torrance, CA 90501  •  1-800-44-VIRCO  •  www.virco.com
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